Create zero carbon South Yorkshire
Room v: Carbon Reduction
(you don’t need to list who is in the room, we will be
capturing a list via zoom)

Answers here, one idea per box
(If it’s more than 3-7 words, it’s probably more than one idea!)

When answering these questions, take into account the Systems and Settings model (used in the initial bid) to make sure all aspects
are covered::
Systems: Energy/Transport/Food/Waste/Land & Water/Air/Money/ Democracy & Media
Settings: Communities & Home/Workplace/Natural Environment/Education/Health & Social Care/Arts/City Centre
Qu 1

In relation to our topic, what is already going on
amongst us in South Yorkshire?

Removal coal fired boilers from public facilities
Mine Water as a heat source (alternative heat sources utilising local resources)
Energising Communities (Barnsley)
Improving cycle trails, accessibility and uptake (Trans Pennine Trail)
Pressurising for future Green jobs
Energy Advice and awareness for households
Retrofit Pilot Schemes

Switching community buildings to ethical energy pricing systems
Q1

What else is going on in South Yorks which we
could effectively link in with?

Q1

Who else could we reach out to in order to
strengthen our work?

Outreach Work and engagement with citizens.- People taking responsibility for
their own actions ~(Ownership)
Carbon COOP (Manchester)
LETI

Q2

What are the aspects of our topic which are not
getting any attention in S Yorks currently and
which we feel need to be addressed?

Dedicated Business support - Advice, Grants, Free audits

Supply Chain, no capacity to do anything
Need to see the longer term vision in order to encourage investment and
encourage change
Education, across the board. All ages, walks of life and backgrounds.
Changing the priority of carbon within funding bids, as in, bring it to the top
Q3

What is the importance of this strategy to the
vision?

Whole systems approach

Disconnect between ideals and reality
Carbon Budget
What is its particular contribution?

Sustainable for society
Carbon Reduction can be measurable, Hit attainable targets
Sense of ownership - Community schemes

What would happen to the vision if we did
nothing in this arena?

Doom!

